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Expertise in Security and Compliance
In the ongoing effort to keep critical data and applications secure and ensure data centers maintain
compliance in the face of ever-changing global requirements, companies choose Imperva solutions.
Imperva Security Professionals are in-demand experts in architecting, deploying and administering our
industry-recognized “Best-in-Class” Imperva products.
This certification program update combines the former Associates and Specialist exams into one for
each track to expedite and streamline the certification process, but without compromising on reliable
knowledge validation for the user. Additionally, a new certification for cloud users will soon be released.

Imperva Professional Certification Requirement
The Imperva Professional Certifications are awarded to Imperva partners and customers. The three
certifications are:
•
•
•
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Imperva Data Security Certification
Imperva Application Security Certification
Imperva Cloud Security Certifications

On-Premise Certifications
Imperva Data Security Certification (IDSC)

Imperva Application Security Certification
(IASC)

Training Prerequisites:

Training Prerequisites:

Administering Imperva Security Infrastructure

Administering Imperva Security Infrastructure

On-Demand Self-Paced

Database Security and Compliance
4-day course or Flip format

On-Demand Self-Paced

Web Application Security
4-day course or Flip format

Specializations:
Imperva Data Risk Analytics On-Demand
Expiration: On-Premise Certifications expire 3 years from the date of issue.
Time to Complete: 90 minutes

Cloud Certifications
Imperva Cloud Application Security
Certification (ICAS)

Imperva Cloud Data Security Certification
(ICDS) (coming soon)

Training Prerequisites:

Training Prerequisites:

Imperva Cloud WAF Security Administration
Instructor-Led

Imperva Cloud Data Security On-Demand

Specializations:
Advanced Bot Protection for Cloud (ABP)
DDoS for Networking On-Demand (DDOS)
Expiration: Cloud Certifications expire 1 year from the date of issue.
Time to complete: 30 minutes
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Imperva On-Premise Security Certifications
The Security certifications are designed to validate both knowledge and practical skill in deploying,
hardening and administering Imperva On-Premise Gateway platforms of the Imperva products. The
following are required pre-requisites to the security certification exams:
•
•

Attendance of pre-requisite courses, as shown in the table above.
Please request a quote to order these classes and certification exams through your sales
representative. An Imperva Service Order Number (SRV#) is required to enroll.

Six months practical experience in implementation, administration and support is recommended, and
successful completion of the corresponding pre-requisites.
*Additional training is available with our Annual On-Demand subscription library. See our Training
Catalog for more details.

Imperva Cloud Security Certifications
Imperva recognizes the need to prepare users to get the most out of our cloud solutions. Along with a
new set of courses to round out our curriculum, we will be rolling out Cloud certification exams in 2021.
This certification will include core course material as well as specializations that target products you use.

Certification Exam Experience & Requirements
Imperva certification candidates are expected to demonstrate the highest ethical standards. Candidates
are trusted to take the exams themselves using their own acquired knowledge and skills. No exam
questions or documents are permitted to be screen-captured, copied, or shared.
The Security certification exams are timed, multiple-choice and taken on-line through Imperva
University. It covers theory, concepts and information on how the Imperva product is architected,
deployed, and administered. The exam covers information learned in the prerequisite courses.
Passing: A score of 80% or higher
Exam Attempts Permitted: One (An extra exam attempt is available with voucher SKU. See your sales
representative for more information.)
Feedback: As a certification exam, no feedback other than the score at the end of the exam is given.
Exam responses cannot be downloaded. Exam scores and certificates are available in your training
transcripts on Imperva University.
For additional information on certifications, certification payment and certification attempts, please
refer to Imperva Terms and Conditions when registering for your certification exams.
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Security Specialist Exams Expired
With the effort to streamline our certification process, the Security Specialist exams are expired as of
February 8, 2021. Some exceptions do apply for those that have purchased but not taken this exam. See
the announcement for the certification update in your course materials. The hands-on job-based
scenarios are evaluated using written exam items to test experience and knowledge of the platforms.

Additional Training Resources
Aside from instructor-led training, we offer an elearning library which is designed to supplement
learning whenever you seek additional knowledge or to enhance your skills. This library is incorporated
into other training bundles to offer a hybrid-learning approach, so getting that certification is easier and
adjusts to your time.
Please see our training catalog from our website for more information.

For questions about our certifications, contact certification@imperva.com.
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